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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a method that can better maximize
likelihood (ML) in state decision tree clustering under a
continuous density hidden Markov model (CDHMM)
framework.  Under ML criterion, the conventional
phonetic context rule based triphone clustering process is
re-examined by checking the fitness for each triphone
cluster within its tree node class clustered by its yes/no
answer to the phonetic context questions.  If a triphone
within its class better fits the other class (in a certain
degree) by the ML standard, then its class-membership is
re-assigned into the better-fit class. This method, applied
at every level of three node during the tree building
process, can improve the overall likelihood of the tree
therefore should help to improve system performance at
the end. Comparison experiment shows that the proposed
method cuts word error rate (WER) by 6% to 11.2% from
11.9% obtained by conventional decision tree on WSJ 20k
task.

1. INTRODUCTION

The state decision tree has been widely used in acoustic
modeling for HMM based speech recognition systems[1,3-
5,6].  In such a system, usually a set of simple or
composite phonetic context questions is utilized as a set of
rule to construct the HMM state decision tree according to
maximum likelihood principle[2, 7].  However, there is no
fairness guaranty for each individual rule no matter
whether it is derived by linguist expert, through data-
driven process or by the both.  Take simple phonetic
context question based rule as an example, all triphones
are grouped into two yes/no classes according to their
phonetic contextual information. However, some of them,
on the contrary to the rule,  may fit the other class better in
terms of maximum likelihood criterion.

Data-driven approach can better guarantee an optimal
maximum likelihood classification for the seen triphones
clustering from the training data.  However, it's very
difficult for the tree built by data driven approach to deal
with triphones that appear during recognition but have not
been seen in the training data.

In fact, the rule-based decision tree approach and the data
driven approach are the two extremes with each having it's
obvious pros and cons. Finding a good balance between
these two extremes could further optimize the decision tree
therefore help to improve the system performance at the
end. The method described in this paper is such an effort.

The next section will describe the new decision tree
clustering method. Section 3 will give the experimental
results. The last section concludes with a summary.

2. THE OPTIMAL MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD
DECISION TREE

The new (binary) decision tree aiming at optimal the
maximum likelihood is built as follows. For each question
in the question set, all the triphones are first classified into
the two (yes/no) nodes. Then, each triphone in the two
class nodes is re-evaluated through its fitness in ML
criterion and its membership is switched if needed. This is
done as followings.  Pick each triphone from one class
(say yes-node of the two classes); calculate the likelihood
increase suppose it belongs the other class (say no-node).
Try all the triphones and choose one that gives best boost
of the likelihood increase by doing the above and transfer
it if the likelihood increase is greater than a minimum
(threshold) value.  Apply the same procedure to the other
(say no-node) class. After the first iteration is done for the
two class nodes, repeat the above procedure at the current
tree level until certain criterion is met.  The whole process
described above is repeated at all levels of decision tree
until certain depth of decision tree is reached. The
following is the decision tree building procedure by
pseudo-code

Pseudo-code for building the optimal likelihood decision tree.

Let N = {n1,n2,… ,nM
N} be the triphone cluster indices corresponding to

the "no-answer" for the best question Qb ,  Y = {y1,y2,… ,yM
y},

corresponding to the "yes-answer" to the best question at its parent node,
and M = M

N+M
y  be the total number of seen triphones at their parent

node.
1 Initiate conventional decision tree (omitted)
2 Reshuffle the class members between Y/N-nodes based on the

likelihood increase for Question Qb as followings:
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float prob_old  = prob (N) + Prob (Y);
float prob_best = prob_old;
For( i=1, i<My

 ; i++) {
    float prob_minus = prob (N-i);
    float prob_plus = prob (Y+i);
    if( (prob_minus+prob_plus) > prob_best ) {

 index=i;
 prob_best=prob_minus+prob_plus;

    }
}
if (  (prob_best - prob_old) > Certain criterion ) {
    Move the triphone cluster indexed by "index"  to Y-node from
the N-node
}  else {
    break;
}
The above procedure is repeated starting from N-Node;
Then the above two-way class membership reshuffle is repeated
until it meets some condition.

3 Record the new class members for the two new Y/N-nodes.
4 Repeat the procedure 2-3 at every level of the tree until it reaches

certain criterion.

The additional information about which triphone cluster
being clustered into which tree node needs to be  recorded
in the corresponding tree node in order for decoder to find
it during the decoding. Compared to the conventional
decision tree, the additional work load for decoding
through the new decision tree is to find its corresponding
leave tree node for each seen triphone within its decision
tree by checking all its  tree leave nodes.  For the unseen
triphones, the proper state tree leave node is chosen
according to its phonetic contextual similarity to the seen
triphone, which is no difference from the conventional
decision tree approach.

3. EXPERIMENT RESULT

The experiment was conducted on standard WSJ 20k task,
of which training set is SI284, test set is the 20K ARPA's
1992 evaluation set consisting of 332 sentences from 8
different speakers.

The front-end feature used in the experiment is a 39-
dimesional vector,  represented by 12-dimension MFCCs
plus log energy and their first and second order differences.

There are 45 HMM base-phone models (including one
silence model) with each containing three states for which
the within-word triphone state decision trees are built. The
system has 6000 states and each state is modeled by 12
Gaussian mixtures

The whole system training was done as follows. The
annotated TIMIT data was used to bootstrap initial
monophone models and then all the available training data
for the task (SI284 from LDC) was used to do the full-
scale training for the monophone models. Using the
trained monophone models as seed models for triphone
models, all the seen triphones, presented by their triphone

models, were trained through all the available training data.
All the trained triphone models were then used to construct
the state decision tree.  Three state decision trees were
built for each base-phone using all the trained triphone
models which contain that particular phone at the center of
the triphone.  After the decision trees were built for all the
states of every phone, the full scale Forward-Backward
training was conducted on single mixture first and then for
multi-mixtures until  the target 12 mixture models were
trained.

A particular key issue to address for  this paper is how to
choose a threshold so that the proposed method works at
its best.  There are a few factors to consider for doing so,
such as the occupancy of a triphone cluster in question and
how much gain is proper for doing the triphone re-
clustering. Our experiment considered all these two factors
in choosing the threshold. We tried a few different ways in
choosing the threshold and the one used in the fig. below
is based on the averaged occupancy of all the triphone
clusters in the yes/no nodes.

The following figure shows experiment results for various
threshold values in comparison to the conventional
decision tree.   The table below listed the detailed WER
for the eight test   speakers. One can see from the result
that proposed decision tree outperforms the conventional
decision tree consistently for different threshold values

Table. 1 The detailed WER by speaker for different weightings

0.0 0.5 2.0 4.0 8.0 Inf
Spk1 10.0 9.2 9.7 10.0 10.2 10.7

Spk2 19.5 20.9 20.5 20.9 19.9 21.3

Spk3 10.7 10.4 11.0 11.0 11.3 11.7

Spk4 13.2 13.2 13.0 12.9 12.6 13.4

Spk5 12.7 13.0 11.7 12.3 12.7 12.4

Spk6 6.2 5.2 6.2 5.5 6.3 6.3

Spk7 10.3 10.1 10.3 10.9 10.0 10.3

Spk8 9.2 9.2 7.9 9.2 0.2 9.5

Av. 11.4 11.3 11.2 11.5 11.4 11.9

4. SUMMARY
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Fig.1. Experiment result:  The values on the x-axis are the
weighting factors for the threshold which is the averaged
occupancy over all the clusters in the two nodes in question.
The "Inf" on the figure stands for infinity that is the case of the
conventional decision tree.



A more general approach for state decision tree building is
proposed to improve the likelihood of the state decision
tree, which covers  the conventional phonetic context
question based decision tree approach and data driven
approach as the two extreme cases. A simple averaged
cluster occupancy based threshold was introduced for
building the optimal likelihood decision tree.    When the
weighting of the threshold for the triphone membership re-
assignment is set to infinity, the proposed method becomes
the conventional decision tree.  On the other hand, when
the threshold is set to zero, then our approach becomes a
data driven state tree under the ML criterion.  By
controlling this threshold value, a decision tree with any
degree of rule-based classification and data driven
classification can be generated under a unified decision
tree structure.

The experiment on WSJ 20k task shows that the proposed
approach consistently outperforms the conventional
decision tree and gives 6% WER reduction at its best
though is only experimented on the single mixture case so
the capacity of the method is somehow constrained. The
key idea presented here should be better applied to the
multi-mixture decision tree case.

The proposed method itself takes no language-dependent
knowledge and therefore can be applied to speech
recognition for any languages.  Furthermore, the method is

also task-independent, therefore can be applied to any
other decision tree based pattern classification/recognition
task rather than speech recognition.
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